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This course of instruction is based on a method called 

Criterion Referenced Instruction. It is a "do-it-at-your-own

rate" type of course, but more than that it is the result of 

a study of needs. The needs as expressed by your job. The 

amount of infor.mation to be presented will be no more, or no 

less, than what is required for you to do your job. Therefore, 

you can be assured that all the absolutely necessary ingredients 

that you should obtain in the course will be presented to you. 

From a job analysis came the course objectives which you will 

find at the beginning of each unit. These objectives not only 

told us how to draft up the course, but tell you what is 

expected of you. Testing of each unit is done under the 

criterion idea, which simply means you are checked only on 

what the objectives asked for no more, no less. No more off

the-wall garbage questions or "who cares" question. The questions 

are not geared to fail you but to check your new-found knowledge 

of the things the unit objectives want. And remember, you know 

what they are before you take the unit. 

To better orient you new-comers to this type of course, I will 

explain the items you will find in the course. 
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I. Course Map 

This is found on the first page of this document and show 

how the different units, or modules, relate of one another. 

Some of the rules regarding usage of these modules would be: 

A. Before beginning to study a module complete all 

prerequisites for that module. 

Example: 

You can't study Xl until units X2 

and X3 have been completed and checked 

off by your course administrator. How

ever, X2 or X3 could be started with 

because neither of them has pre-

requisites of their own. 

B. The location of the module on the map is a suggestion as 

to the approximate point in the course where it would be 

most meaningful. Where there is no sequence shown, (no 

arrows leading into a module) you are free to study the 

modules in any order you desire. 

C. As you complete each unit shade the module in on the map 

to make it an easy reference as to where you are in the 

course. 

II. Modules 

A. Each module reflects an area on the course map. 

B. Read over all introductory comments before doing any 

activities in the module. 

C. Study only one module at a time. 
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D. Be sure to read the objective and sample test item so 

that you know what you are looking for in the unit. 

E. If you feel you can complete the objective by answering 

the criterion test items without doing the activities 

assigned in the unit, by all means, ask the course 

administrator for the test. 

F. If you are not sure of your competence in that area, read 

over the module and its reading resource. 

G. Work through the module at your own rate of speed. 

H. Do not forget with this type of classroom environment, 

you may confer with your colleagues. You will not be 

chastised by the instructor for talking in class. It is 

recommended. Therefore, two rooms are assigned to 

accommodate those who desire quiet and those who desire 

to confer. 

III. Resources 

A. Resources, or other reference material will be listed 

within the module. Do not forget that the course 

administrator is also a "resource of information" and so 

may be your peers. The module itself is a resource, and 

any other appropriate manuals that you may have. 

B. Do not feel compelled to consult all of the above as it 

will tend to tire as well as bore you. Consult only 

what you need to succeed in each module. If you still 

do not understand the material, the course administrator 

will .have t~e to work with you one-on-one. 
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IV. Tests 

A. Take them when you feel you are ready. 

B. If you feel able to take a criterion test without 

studying the modules, than ask for the test. You may be 

asked to offer some evidence of competence before being 

given the test. 

c. If you happen to not perform accurately on any of the 

tests, you may, after further study, and at the course 

administrator's discretion, be asked to complete the same, 

or a similar test. 

D. After completion of a test, give it to the course 

administrator, and if the administrator feels you have 

performed at a satisfactory level, you may look over the 

self-evaluation sheet to compare your answers with our 

answers. Any discrepancies can then be worked out 

between you and the administrator at this time. 

V. Personal Progress Summary 

A. This is a sheet found on the course map, (1st page), which 

the course administrator will initial and date at the 

successful completion of each module for your personal 

records. 

VI. Master Progress Plotter 

A. This is a sheet the course administrator has which will 

tell him at a glance just what kind of pace everyone is 

taking as they work on completing the course. The plotter 

is updated as the administrator signs off the personal 

orogress summary. 
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Last Words 

If you begih to feel on occasion that there is too much reading, 

you are probably doing one or more o~ the following: 

A. Spending too much time on one problem before asking for 

help. 

B. Working through all available resources listed in a 

module instead of only those needed-to develop the skill 

as outlined in the objective. 

c. Using only the printed materials as the primary resource 

instead of using colleagues and course administrator. 

D. Dragging yourself through resource material that is 

uninteresting or difficult. It could be that you have an 

alternative source. 

This course is designed for you in mind. We have given you 

enough alternative so that you may progress at what you want to 

cover at your own rate. (Up to a point!) 

There is a quiet room when you want to study in quiet, and there 

is a conference room in which you may discuss some things with 

your colleagues or the course administrator. If you don't feel 

like studying for the moment, you can take a break to wake yourself 

up. You don't have to punish yourself by sitting for hours at a 

time. 

Any problems? Ask questions! 

Now look over the course map and you will find that after you 

complete the introduction module, you have a choice to make. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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The following module is your starting point in this course of 

learning. It supplies you with the background information as 

the "why's" of a massbus, the "hows" of its use, and a scope of 

its inner workings. After reading over this you will 

undoubtedly have many questions. These questions should all be 

answered in the modules that follow this. 

Using the course map as a guide, select then the module that 

interests you first and then continue on with the course. 

The Massbus is the name for DEC's new peripheral or I/O bus for 

the newer hi-speed Mass storage devices being designed. Devices 

such as the RS03/RS04 fixed-head disk, the RP04/0S/06 disk drives, 

the TUl6 Mag-tape transports and the RK06 cartridge disk will 

be the users of this new busing system. 

This new busing system offers standard communications to/from 

the devices and its controllers. All the afore-mentioned 

devices communicate with a standardized set of signals to a 

controller known as the RB-ll. The RBll, by virtue of its 

design, is capable of controlling any of the devices with no 

changes to the logic. This means to you, learning requirements 

of only one controller instead of 7 separate ones! That in itself 

is great, but there are more advantages to the system with the 

name of massbus. 

In addition to a standard set of communication lines between the 

RB-ll and any device, the RB-ll itself can be a dual-bus 

communicator to the processor. Two separate buses can be 
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utilized to send or receive data. One to core, and the other 

perhaps to a MOS, or BI-POLAR memory. Or •••• perhaps with special 

systems engineering, two buses to a dual-ported core memory. 

This type of thinking leads up to all kinds of possibilities that 

never before could be realized with the present structure of 

the Unibus. 
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Let us take a look at a few diagrams to illustrate what I am 

talking about. 
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This drawing represents the conventional hook-up to the Unibus 

system using the RH-ll as a standard peripheral controller like 

the TC-ll for the DECtape, or the RK-llD for the cartridge disk etc. 

The next illustration shows you the dual-Unibus feature that is 

possible with 11/45 installations: 
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Notice that the two Unibuses are not exactly equal in 

capabilities. Unibus "A" is capable of issuing commands via 

accessing registers as well as data N.P.R.'s. 

Unibus "B" however, cannot be a controlling bus because it can 

never access any registers within the RH-ll. Bi-polar, or MOS 

Memory by themselves are not capable of causing any command 

initiation, so that leaves only data to be transferred over the 

bus cables after being commanded to do so over Unibus "A". Time 

is still saved however, because during the time N.P.R.'s are 

transferring data on "B", communication can take place with other 

device$ on Unibus "A". Such as dectape rolling in a program, 

or an RK05 can be accessing data. 
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Shown here is a third alternat~ve in the selection of a use for 

the massbus system. With two buses from the lUI-II to the 

processor this could mean that one of the buses could be cables 

to a Unichannel 15 system which would have a larger PDP-1S as a 

"master· processor communicat~9 to an 11 processor as a "slave" 

or, I/O processor. This in turn talks to an lUI-ll as well as 

any other peripheral such as an RKOS/RK-llE. 

Note that Unibus "B" could. be doing data transfers to a 

completely separate processor's core memory, but keep in mind 

with this type of system, the processor on Unibus nAn is master. 

He tells the lUI-ll what to do. If that involves transferring 

data to the second processor on Un~us nB n then the lUI-ll does 

it. The point is that the processor on Unibus nBn can never 

tell the lUI-ll what to do (or where to get off~) (or, go!) 
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These are but a few of the possibilities that can be thought of 

utilizing the new Massbus concept. By now you should be aware 

of the fact that the peripheral devices themselves are completely 

divorced from the processors. These devices then, with no 

changes to the logic, can be installed on any product line 

processor just as long as a Massbus controller is available to 

communicate with the processor. 

As of now, there is an RH-ll, and an RH-IO, with no plans for an 

RH-1S. (Due to the availability of a system shown in the third 

diagram). The 11/70 has its own type of RH called 

appropriately, an RH-70. 

Each of these RHis in turn is capable of controlling a variety 

of peripheral devices with no changes to its logic. The only 

thing that is not possible with the RHls is to run these 

different peripheral types on the same massbus controller. 

Physically possible as far as the RH-ll is concerned, but due to 

the system software, not feasible.~t least at the present time.) 

Let us now take a look inside this RH-ll to see generally what 

makes it tick. This will be only on a basic, introductory level 

as there are separate modules to encompass these points in more 

detail. 

First of all these two buses that were mentioned, Unibus "A" and 

Unibus "B". In an effort to speed up through-put from peripheral 

to core, the capability exists in the RH-ll to do what is known 

as "back-to-back N.P.R. memory reference cycles." That mouthful 
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simply means that with one N.P.R. request and subsequent grant, 

two words will be transferred in succession using MSYN and SSYN 

as gating signals. At the completion of the two successive 

transfers BBUSYlets the other devices know when they can use 

the UNIBUS. This is possible all because of BBUSY staying "up" 

at the end of transfer"one" signaling the RH-ll to send the 

address and "C" line information for the second word transfer. 

This method is faster for the massbus peripherals because no 

wait time is encountered for the second word transfer to do its 

requesting and arbitration, etc. 

Two was chosen as the maximum number of cycles because of the 

back-log it would create on the unibus of other non-Massbus 

devices attempting to use it. This mode of operation is normal for 

Unibus "A" on.ly but can be de-selected via jumper on one of the 

modules. 

Unibus ."B" handles the data transfers differently. It has what 

is known as bus "hog" mode. This means that once the N.P.R. 

request and subsequent grant has been made, BBUSY stays up 

continuously so that the words may be transferred as fast as 

the memory can accept them. Considering that could be bi-polar 

memory with a super-fast cycle time, a 4K word transfer could 

be done in a short order. This wouldn't make any difference if 

the peripherals in question were slow, but this mode is 

especially made for the new hi-speed disks, where the word 

transfer rates are from 2-4 usec each. This compares with other 

disks presently being used by DEC which have the range of 
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7-16 usec per word. 

With these speeds in the spotlight, it now becomes obvious 

that if all the data had to be handled on Unibus "A", and Bus 

"A" already has a wide assortment of other peripherals on it, 

the system could become overloaded, tied-up, I/O bound, and 

whatever other name you can come up with. Since not all systems 

can utilize a Unibus "B", something else has to be done to the 

RH-11 to make it operate on a standard Unibus with a fast 

peripheral. That something else is called a ~MEMORY. 

The silo is a 64 x lS-bit word MOS-type memory that buffers 

the data and eases the timing differences between the Unibus 

and Massbus speeds. Between the peripheral device and the 

RH-l1, Oata is being transferred at a synchronous rate of 

between 2-4 usec per word (depending upon the disk being used) 

and a place is needed to put them while N.P.R.'s (which occur 

at an asynchronous rate) take them away. 
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Shown here is a simplified diagram of hOyT the RH-·ll transfers 

~lTords -co/from the Unibus. Add to the silo an input register 

and an' output, register, and the buffering capability becomes 

a total of 66 ~Nords. Detailed operation of this data path is 

covered in a later module. For those of you familiar with 

the RPll-C Disk Controller, the silo memory there is nearly 

the same as that in this application. And, conversely, when 

you learn how this ,'lorks, you will know the concepts behind 

the RPll-C's usage of the silo. 



In order to control this ~q-ll, it becomes necessary to add 

registers. (Like the one that is needed that stores the bit 

that informs the RH-ll to transfer the data on Unibus liB" 

instead of Unibus "A"). 
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As the drawing above shows, Unibus itA" can -transfer register 

information to/from -the RH-ll. The registers that are 

contained within the RH-ll are noted. Depending upon what 

the peripheral device is there will be eight to fifteen other 

t'egisters in the SUb-system con-t:ained with -the device logic, 

Any program controlled transfers to the peripheral register 

in question must be relayed by the RH-ll to the peripheral 

device over -the Massbus. Detailed informa-cion on registers 

and register selection are handled in separate modules. 

The RH-ll is capable of communicating \.;i-t:h a wide variety of 

devices, so a standard set of interfacing signals were assigned 

names that ;'iould cover every face-t of communication rega::dless 

of the device type. (i.e., RS04 1 ~04, ~U16, ~<06?) 



A clear understanding of this standard communication set will 

enable you to interpret the "action" that transpires between 

any of these devices and the massbus control. 

The first thing to do in order to make it easier to explain, 

is to divide the interfacing into two groups of signals. In 

the first group is the Control bus which is responsible for 

transferring information to or from the registers in the 

peripheral device itself. (See previous page diagram). This 

bus is discussed in a separate learning activity from the 

other group called the Data Bus. As its name implies the 

interfacing signals on this Data Bus communicate the data 

from memory that is to go on the disk or tape. (Refer back 

2 pages to the diagram) • 

Additional Resources: 

RHP04 Maintenance Manual pages 1-1 to 1-8 up to paragraph 1.3.2.4 

TJU16 Maintenance Manual pages 1-1 to 1-6 up to paragraph 1.4 

RJS04 Maintenance Manual pages 1-1 to 1-6 up to paragraph 1.4 
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These are some of the points you should have gathered from 

the reading, answer them by referring back to the module if you 

cannot answer them from memory. 

1. How many buses comprise the cabling system known as Massbus? 

2. Write their name(s) • 

3. Can data be transferred on more than one Unibus? 

4. Write a brief description of the function of the SILO. 

5. How many different types of peripheral devices can be 
controlled by RH-ll controllers? 

6. How many devices can be run from the RH-ll? 

7. How many different device types can be controlled by one 
RH-ll on the same massbus? 

8. What is meant by "back-to-back N.P.R. Memory Reference 
Cycles?" 

9. Which Unibus can transfer control (programming) information 
to the RH-ll? 

If you cannot answer the questions, or you have questions of 

your own, ask the course administrator for help. 

You have your choice from here as to which module to select. 

Refer now to the course map and get going! 
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SYSTEM REGISTERS 

OBJECTIVES: 

1. Given a list of RH-ll Sub-system registers and a list of register 

definitions, be able to write the number of the register that 

corresponds to the definition in the space provided deside the 

definition with 100% accuracy. 

2. Given the terms "LOCAL" and "REMOTE" write a brief (25 words) description 

of how these words apply to mass bus system registers. Your answer should 

include the reason why the nomenclature is used. 

3. Write a brief summary of the differences between the word count register 

and drive word count register from memory. Your answer should include why 

two registers are required for massbus operation. 

WHAT TO DO: 

Read over the following test describing the RH-ll registers keeping in mind 

what the objectives are looking for. When you are done, glance over the pages 

in the maintenance manual pointed out in "additional References". When you feel, 

you can complete the objectives ask for the criterion test and then continue on. 



SYSTEM REGISTERS 

In this module you will be introduced to the massbus system of registers. 

After all, it is the registers in any peripheral subsystem that enables the sub

system to function relatively independent of the central processor. We cannot 

discuss them all because most of the sub-system registers are contained within 

the particular devices themselves stuck at the end of a long cable known as 

the MASSBUS. These registers then, will be discussed at a time where you 

will be learning about a particular storage device (Le. RS\2l4,RP\2l4, TU16, RK\2l6) 

these registers do have a generalized name, a label if you will, that I would 

like you to know about. Any register contained within the logic confines of 

the mass-storage device is called a REMOTE Register. 

To see the reasoning behind this label, simply reference everything in the 

sub-system from the controller. If all registers outside the controller are 

called remote, then it stands to reason that the RH-ll registers shall be 

called LOCAL. This is concept number one to learn of massbus registers. Now 

for the registers themselves ••• we find upon an investigation that there are 

4~ local registers. What! 4~! What sort of nonsense is this? It seems that 

the register we have all grown to know and love as a control ans status register 

when we were fooling around with the Unibus, is also around here on a massbus 

device as well. All of the basic components of a C & S register as we knew 

them on the Unibus were maintained. Items such as the GO bit, ERR (bit 15) and 

READY are still needed. The point is, that some of these bits the devices 

themselves need to operate, while some of the bits the controller needs. I'll 

demonstrate with an illustration of the register: 

.~ 
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Needed by device to indicate the function loaded in bits 
1~5 is to be executed. 

A 5-bit function code is needed so that no matter what type 
of device is being used, there will be enough bits to ful
fill a list of functions without overlapping codes. Since 
the RH-ll is capable of driving various device types, it 
would be impractical to have a function decoder and illegal 
functions checker in the RH-ll. So, these 5 bits are also 
sent to the drive. The RH-ll only needs to "inspect" the 
function code on its way to the drive to see if it will be 
involved in the carrying out of the operation. Certain func
tions that can be executed by the various devices do not need 
the RH-l1 in the carrying out of the functions. 

RH-ll needs this bit to initiate bus requests as a result 
of program interruptable conditions brought about in the 
execution of functions. 

An RH-ll bit 

The bus address register is contained in the RH-ll, so it 
seems only fitting to have the upper two bits also contained 
in the RH-11. 

The RH-1l needs this to determine which Unibus is to 
conduct the NPR data transfers. 

V This is a device held status bit used for RP¢4 disk drives 
.to indicate to the RH-ll whether it is available for use. 

I---------~ /' (It may have its port select switch set to the opposite port, 
DATA , or if on A/B, being used by the other RH-ll at this time. 

PORT / 
~S_E_L_E_C_T ____ t;!I' .~:!: is a device assigned bit position, possibly for future 

DEVICE 
AVAILABLE ru1-ll error bit. A parity error was detected on a con-

NOT 
USED RH-ll error bit. Any system error detected while doing data /;

,trOl bus register transfer to the RH-ll. 

1--------1 ' transfers. 
CONTROL 
BUS PARITY RH-ll status bit. 
ERROR 

TRANSFER 
ERROR 

SPECIAL 
CONDITION 

Any system status change or non-data 

Most of the types of information you see above, you have run across before in 

other control and status registers. With this register, due to the design of the 
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Massbus system, the register has to be shared between the RH-ll and cor-

responding remote device. That's how the total number of registers came 

to be some number plus a \. Now for the rest of the controller-required 

registers. 

To start with, we will consider another control and status register. 

Massbus devices have more control and status type information to be stored, so 

the need for a second register arises. Call the above a description of 

control and status #1. Meanwhile, back at control and status #2 ••••• 

1 
2 
3 
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l~ 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

UNIT # 
BIT ~ 

1 
2 

BUS ADDR 
INCRE-
MENT 
INHIBIT 
PARITY 
TEST 
SYSTEM 
REGISTER 
CLEAR 
SILO 
INPUT 
READY 
SILO 
OUTPUT 
READY 
DATA BUS 
PARITY 
ERR. 
MISSED 

XFER 
ERROR 
PROGRAM 
ERROR 
NON-EXISt 
MEMORY 
NON-EXIST 
DISK 

- + •• ----~,-

UNIBUS 
PARITY 
ERROR 
WRITE 
CHECK 
ERROR 
'15A~-

LATE 
ERROR 

The unit, or device number of the peripheral that is being, 
or was last, accessed. The RH-ll has a place for this 
information because it is possible for the RH-ll to be 
controlling one unit performing a data transfer, and be 
accessing a second drive's register. The unit number is 
always necessary to write into or read out of device register, 
but is not necessary to perform the data transfer function. 
So ••• the information shored in these three bit positions 
is that of the number of the device that is, or was, 
being register accessed. It is not necessarily representative 
of the device currently performing-an operation'unl~ss 
you have a one device sub-system. 

The rest of the bit positions are not important that you 
memorize, for you can look up their usage in the main
tenance manual, when the occasion arises that you need to. 
What is important is that you grasp for concept as to the use 
or uses of the RH-ll registers. 

For now just note that the rest of the register is made up 
of RH-ll errors (bits 8-15) and a few status bits for the 
RH-ll (bits 6-7) and a few commands (bits 3-5). 



The third register we will ponder is the BUS ADDRESS register. Just 

about everyone knows that the function of this register is to contain 

an address of a core location that the NPR transfer is to take place. 

Also remember that the upper two bit positions for this address is 

stored in the CSl register. 

To summarize: This l-egister is no different than those you are 

already familiar with in other more conventional DEC controllers. 

The fourth register to ponder is the data buffer. It is listed 

as a separate register only for the purpose of checking out the 

silo memory in the RH-ll. In other words, a maintenance tool. 

In a simplified block diagram we can see its function more clearly: 

ro 
uN18(J J (r-------1 MUX 

2. After a period of time 

1. For a maintenance 
check of the memory's 
operating capability, 
a move instruction 
will send a word from 
core to the address 
known as DATA BUFFER 

;8-=671' HOL.~{N~ 1 
11e:'iI~TER. i 

(oUTPur f!W~~ER) 

<Olf wO~D 
X 

18 eli 

/IIIt-MOR. y 

(5I LO) 

18 - tal; HOU)/foJ'q 

RE.'i/:lT£~ 

('NPUT fjqF""t:<.) 

All Data whether from core 
~--------~.~ or from Massbus device enters 

here. 

the logic will have moved 
the word from the input 
buffer through the silo 
and deposit it in the 
output buffer. When the 
register called DATA BUFFER 
is now accessed for a read, 
the contents of the output 
buffer is read out to the 
Unibus, checking to see 
if the total 66 words of 
buffering changed the 
written word in any way. 



This is really the only time this register would be accessed directly 

by the program. During data reads and writes, N.P.Ru cycles automatically 

reference the correct registers without the software being involved. There

fore, to utilize the software address for DATA BUFFER would be of no value 

except to examine the contents of a previous deposit. 

Go bac~ now and glance at the CS2 bit chart. Bit 6 reflects the SILO's 

ability to accept a word into it, while bit 6 shows you when the SILO 

has a word ready to be moved out of it. 

The last programmable register in the RH-ll is the WORD COUNT register. You 

have seen registers of this type used before in other DEC controllers where the 

two's complement of the number of words to be transferred is stored there so 

that the controller knows when to stop requesting NPR transfers. 

There is another register contained within the RH-ll but is not accessible 

to the programmer. This register's responsibility is to count the number of 

word transfers that occur on the MASSBUS. Its name will be the DRIVE WORD COUNT 

REGISTER. It is necessary because of the large data buffering that takes place 

in the RH-ll by way of the SILO memory. Another factor is the extreme difference 

between the two data transfer rates. That of the UNIBUS (occurring asynchronously) 

and that of a peripheral (occurring synchronously). 

In order to make the silo effective, it should be filled first from the Unibus 

before initiating any transfers on the Massbus. This means that a "head start" 

is given the Unibus, and the word count register has already been incremented 

by a factor of 66. Keeping that in mind, it should occur to you that as transfers 



occur on the Massbus, the word count register will overflow long before it is 

time to stop transferring nata on the massbus. (Because of the words left in the 

Silo). Hence, a need for a drive word count register to keep the RH-ll "active" 

even through word count overflow has already occured when performing a data 

write operation. The drive word count register count register can do this 

because it is loaded with the same value as the word count register at the same 

time the word count is written in. It~ count is changed every time a Massbus 

cycle occurs, and when it overflows the loyic knows it is done. Detailed opera-

tion is shown to you in the silo module. 

The purpose is all you are looking for right now, just keep the concepts in mind. 

Additional Resources: 

RJS~4 Maintenance Manual, Pg. 3-5 paragraph 3.6 eSl 
3.7 paragraph 3.7 we 
3.8 paragraph 3.8 BA 
3.9 paragraph 3.10 eS2 

3.17 paragraph 3.15 DB 

RJP~4 Maintenance Manual, Pg. 4.3 paragraph 4.6 eSl 
4-6 paragraph 4.7 we 
4-6 paragraph 4.8 BA 

4.23 paragraph 4.15 DB 
4-8 paragraph 4.10 eS2 

TJU16 Maintenance Manual Pg.3-l0 paragraph 3.6.1. eSl 
3-10 paragraph 3.6.2 we 
3-10 paragraph 3.6.3 BA 
3-14 paragraph 3.6.5 eS2 



SYSTEHS REGISTERS 
CRITERION TEST 

In the space following the below definitions, write in the number that 
corresponds to the correct register name. 

I. 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Control and Status #1 
Control and Status #2 
Bus Acdress Register 
Word Count Register 
Drive Word Count 
Data Buffer 

A. Defines the number of the word 
transfer that are to take place 
on the Unibus 

B. Contains the output of the 
silo memory when reading 

C. A register that contains the 
device unit number to be 
operated on. 

D. Defines the completion of a 
Write Operation. 

E. Contains infqrmation as to 
where the data transfer is 
take place in core. 

F. This register is shared by 
both device and RH-ll. 

G. This register contains most 
RH-ll error indications. 

to 

H. Where you would go to find 
the function being performed. 

I. Where you would go to find out 
the status of the silo. 

9 



SYSTEMS REGISTERS 
CRITERION TEST (cont'd) 

II. Write a brief description of the terms "LOCAL" and "REIDTE" as to 
how these words apply to Massbus Register terminology. Include in 
your answer why the nomenclature is used. 

III. Write a brief summary of the differences between the word count register 
and the drive word count register. Include in your answer the reason 
why two registers are needed. 
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RH-ll 
REGISTER CONTROL 



INTRODUCTION 

In this lesson you will find out just exactly how the RH-ll 

handles the UNIBUS address selection inputs when accessing SUB-SYSTEM 

registers. All control bus signal transmission is also generated in 

this unit giving you an excellent view of 50% of the RH-ll logic in 

block diagram form. 

OBJECTIVES 

Given the "RH-ll Register Control Path" block diagram, trace through 

the following functions: 

A. Write to a local register 

B. write to a remote register 

C. Read from a local register 

D. Read from a remote register 

Given the "Massbus Device Register Selection" Diagrarr., specify the 

register select code and proper jlli~per configuration for any Rq-ll 

sub-system register specified. 

WHAT TO DO: 

Rea~ over all the material in this lesson, be sure you understand what 

is expected of you in the objectives, read over the additional reading 

(if desired) or discuss this with a colleague, then take the test and continue! 

1 \ 
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REGISTER CONTROL PATH; 

If you will observe the block diagram, this is everything you have 

always wanted to know about how the RH-ll logic accesses registers, 

but were afraid to ask! 

starting at the left-hand side, UNIBUS "A" serves as the input from the 

program attempting to communicate with a register. The address of the 

desired register arrives to the receivers in lower-left, and the most 

significant bits are tapped off to XOR gates to determine if the activity 

occuring on the UNIBUS concerns the RH-ll. (or one of its associated 

MASSBUS peripherals). If there is a favorable comparison, the address logic 

outputs "DEV SELected" and starts a pair of delays to time out and acts as 

an enable in a couple of places. 

Meanwhile, the lower bits of the address are routed to a 32 x 8-bit ROM to act 

as a register decoder. Considering all future possible designs and devices, it 

was established that the figure of 32 registers would be sufficient. 

The a-bit output of the ROM, consists of a 5-bit RS (register-select) code 

for use of the MASSBUS peripherals to decode their registers. 

Also, bits ~, 1, 6 & 7 feed a RH-ll decoder in order to decode the local 

register selection. The left-over (bit 5), determines where that register 

11 



is • • local or remote. 

(to see this a little more clearly refer to the "Massbus 

Device Register Selection" diagram on the next page) 

So far we have taken any UNIBUS address (772046 for example) broken 

down into its binary equivalent; (Ill III ~l~ ~~~ l~~ ll~) applied bits 

five through 17 to some XOR gates, 4 through 1 to the ROM, and received an 

output of ~~l~l as a RS code to the MASSBUS, and the ROM told us it was a 

remote register. (After you ABSORB that, kindly back up to the "Register. 

Control Path" block diagram and continue reading. 

REGISTER WRITES 

While all this decoding was going on, the two delays are in the process of 

timing out. If a local register rite was indicated, the trailing edge 

of the 85ns delay clocks the appropriate register (see example in dotted 

area on diagram) and the data sitting on the Unibus data lines is gated into it. 

If a remote register write were indicated, the data on the Unibus data lines 

would be placed on the MASSBUS "c" lines along with a parity bit from the 

parity generating CKTS. Add to this the device unit number contained in the 

CS2 reg., and the translation of the Unibus Cl and C~ lines, (called CTOD) 

to inform the device of the fact that it· is supposed to be a register write. 

Couple all of this with the RS outputs from the ROM, the desired peripheral has 

everything it needs to load a register except the gating signal. 

tY 
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After the 225NS delay times out, this gating signal is produced and named 

DEMAND. The selected device receives this, loads the register and replies 

with TRA, (TRANSFER). Upon receipt of TRA, the RH-ll logic produces the UNIBUS 

signal SSYN. (Remote registerATRA=SSYN) for the local register write, SSYN 

was produced as a result of LOCALI\REG.STR. 

Register Reads 

To accomplish one of these, the same decoding takes place as before except 

that the Cl and C~ lines dictate a Read Operation so one of the 3 MUX's at the 

top of the page will be gated to accept the contents from the desired register 

and place it on an internal BUS (BUSI D(l5:~~)). From there UNIBUS drivers send 

it to where the program specifies, along with SSYN. (REG.STRt\LOCAL). If 

that were a remote register read, the RS code at the ROM would be sent on the 

MASSBUS along with CTOO, DEVICE-SELECT and finally DEMANDo The selected 

peripheral device accepts all this information and replies with TRA, which is 

now used as a gating signal for the contents of the register read in the device. 

This information reaches the RH-II via the MASSBUS "c" lines and goes to the MUX 

at the top center of the page. This MUX is gated with CNTRL OUT and the register 

information finds itself on the internal bus going to the UNIBUS, with SSYN 

being the gating signal. This register information sent on the "c" lines was also 

parity checked by the RH-II. 

That s really all there is t.o the logic that handles t.he system registers. 

If any clarification is needed, there is of course, a source of information in 
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your colleagues, the course administrator, or the manual: 

RJSll4 Maintenance Manual, pages 4-1 to 4-3 

with block diagrams on pages 4-2, 4-4 and 4-5. 

TJU16 Maintenance Manual, pages 5-1 to 5-3 

with block diagrams on pages 5-2, 5-4, and 5-5. 

RJPII4 Maintenance Manual pages 5-1 to 5-3 

with block diagrams on pages 5-2, 5-4, and 5-5. 

\) 



REGISTER CONTROL PATH 
CRITERION TEST 

I. Using the colored pencils and the 4 copies of the block diagrams, 
trace through a write .:!:£. ~ remote register on one of the four 
diagrams, write to a local register on another of the blocks, and 
read operations from a local and remote register on the other two 
diagrams with 100% accuracy in 10 minutes. 

II. Using the hand-out "MASSBUS Device Register Selection" 
answer the following questions: 

A. Using the D S (Drive Status) register, in the TU16, as an 
example, supply the following information: 

1. The UNIBUS address 

2. Register select code 

3. Specify whether or not AS must be jumpered to XOR 
gate or to ROM 

4. The jumpers which must be in on the magnitude comparator. 
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INTERFACING THE CONTROL BUS 

OBJECTIVE 

Given a list of massbus interfacing signals and a list of definitions, 

match the name of the signal with its appropriate definition from 

memory within a time period of 5 minutes. 

SAMPLE TEST ITEM 

In the space provided adjacent to the definition, write in the letter 

that corresponds to the signal name it defines. 



V"- '" 

r 
..) ~ 

RUN 

DATA AND PARITY [0 (17'00) 8 DPA] 

I OCCUPIED (OCC) 

DATA j END-OF-BLOCK (EBl) 
BUS 

EXCEPTION (EXC) 

l~ 
SYNC CLOCK (SCLK) 

WRITE CLOCK (WCLK) 

A CONTROL, STATUS S PARITY [C (15'00) S CPA] 

" v 
RH11 DISK 

CONTROLLER DRIVE SELECT (DS2-0S01 ... DRIVE 

.J 
CONTROL TO DRIVE (CTODI 

REGISTER SELECT (RS4:RSO) 

'" 
CONTROL 

BUS 
DEMAND (OEM) 

TRANSFER lTRA) 

ATTENTION (ATTN) 

INITIALIZE (INIT) 

r l FAil 

1\· 2512 

Massbus Intcrfal:c Lincs 



CONTROL BUS -

The sort of information that falls under the category of being transferred 

over the control bus might be status, error, function codes, addresses and 

the like. Everything, in fact, EXCEPT the data that is to be written or 

read on the magnetic medium. Therefore a portion of this control bus is made 

up of 16 "c" lines (C for Control) that this sort of information can transverse. 

Parity checking/generating is done both in the RH-ll and the possible devices, 

so a separate control bus parity bit is needed in addition to the 16 C-lines. 

Since the RH-ll controller can be cabled to more than one device at a time, 

there must be a method of determining which peripheral massbus device is to 

have its registers acted upon. Three lines therefore, are set aside to con

tain a binary code of the requested unit number. (DS-~vice ~elect lines). 

Continuing on, once the device is selected via a comparison within the device 

itself, the logic must be informed which way the register transfer is to take 

place. If we were dealing with the Unibus we would look to the Cl and C~ lines 

to govern this direction. On the massbus, the RH-li controller will assert 

a signal called CTOD. (A derivitive of Cl & C~) this simply means that 

if the program is attempting to load a function code, for example, the 

transfer is to take place from £ontroller TO £rive. If status information were 

requested from a device register, the signal would be negated because the 

transfer is from drive to controller. 

This now begins up another point. Now that the device is selected and 

knows which direction the transfer is to take place, which of the possible 



registers is to be accessed? •••••• 5 more lines are needed then to cover 

all possible types of devices and their registers. These 5 lines will be 

used to contain a ~egister ~elect code. (This code is really just a re

interpretation by the RH-II of the Unibus Address Lines). 

The device now has all the control information it needs to carry out the 

register transfer but one. It knows which register the information will 

be acted on; (RS lines) which direction the transfer is to take place; 

(CTOO) it also knows where this information will be coming from or sent to 

(C-lines). That one missing ingredient is a gating signal sent from the 

RH-ll to request that the transfer take place. (Remember MSYN on the good 

01' UNIBUS?) This gating signal is called DEMand, and it basically is a 

derivitive of MSYN. And, like MSYN, it will require a reply from the mass

bus device as to the device's acceptance of the command to read or write 

a register. This signal is called TRAnsfer, and is generated as a result of 

a .short delay triggered by OEM and being selected. (Good comparison of OS lines 

to unit switch.) 

Some examples: A register write is to take place. The RH-ll controller 

would have had to send OS, RS, CTOO, and the information to be loaded into 

a register on the C-lines to know which of them is being requested. Then, 

after a short deskewing delay, OEM is asserted to inform the device that 

"Here comes the data". The device, in this example is expected to respond 

with TRA to let the RH-II know that there is a device "out there" that is 

selected, and that it accepts the information sent to it. 

A second example involves a register read of status information. The RH-ll 

must send over OS, RS, CTOO and allow a short period of time for unit # 



selection & decoding before asserting DEM which is now acting as a request 

for a transfer. If the unit # agrees, then the device accesses the 

desired register and sends it out to the massbus C-lines with the gating 

signal called TRA so the RH-ll can know that it, in fact, did respond 

to the command to read a register. 

This completes the discussion of all that is required to communicate 

register information to/from a massbus device and the RH-ll. There 

are, however, three more signals we will mention here due to their affect 

on the system. 

One of them is INITialize (which you must have heard of before, SOMEWHERE".) 

and another is MASSFAIL. The latter is a reflection on the ability of the 

RH-ll to accurately send/receive data by monitoring the power supply that 

governs operation of the RH-ll logic. The third is a signal called ~entiON. 

This signal is only asserted by the massbus devices when any of them demand a 

program interrupt due to the completion of functions that the RH-Il did not 

partake in, or a change in the device's status that would require an interrupt. 

This is a separate wire on the mass-bus cables that goes to all eight devices. 

When the interrupt is processed all that is known is that the RH-li with some 

mag-tapes, or disks on it caused the interrupt to the program. What is not 

known is which device out of the possible eight caused the interrupt nor why. 

This is the reason that there is an attention summary register in each of the 

peripheral devices. This register consists of one flip-flop representing the 

attention status of that device. 



When the program wishes to read the contents of the attention summary register, 

the MOV command to the RH-ll issues a remote register read, and since we are 

dealing with only one flip-flop, or bit position in each drive, the normal 

condition of selecting only one drive for the register operation is bypassed. 

For this one special case all eight devices are accessed for the remote register 

read. 

within each device then the particular unit number of that device gates the 

attention status out on the massbus "c" line that equals the unit number. 

Therefore eight devices send out their attention status on a different "C"-line 

to be examined by the program. 

As a further aid in assisting the program to find out what is going on, there 

is within each device, a status register, an error register, a drive type regist~ 

and for some, a serial number register. 

These registers should be discussed in some other detail when you discuss the 

peripheral device itself. 

Well that's it for this lesson - - Get any questions you have unanswered - -

answered and then continue. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: 

RJS~4 Maintenance Manual, Page 2-1 paragraph 2.3 

TJU16 " " " " 

RJP~4 " " " " 

RS~4 Service Manual, page 2-1, paragraph 2.2.1 



INTERFACING THE CONTROL BUS 
CRITERION TEST 

Directions: In the space prcvided beside the list of definintions, write 

1. ATTN 

2. Transfer 

in the number of the corresponding signal name that matches 

that definintion. 

A. A signal that aligns the logic in the device 
to write into a register rather than read. 

3. "c" lines 
B. A code which aligns the logic as to 

which device register is to be oper
ated on. 

4. IN IT 

5. Demand 

6. DS lines 

7. CTOD 

8. RS lines 

C. A signal which will clear out all device 
registers when asserted. 

D. A code which will inform the device 
logic as to which one of the 8 possible 
devices is being requested to do a 
register transfer. 

E. A signal which is used to denote whether 
9. MASSFAIL the information being transferred con

tains an even number of logical "ones" 
10. Control Bus Parity in it. 

F. A group of lines assigned on the bus 
to carry the designated register in
information. 

G. A signal which will generate a soft
ware interrupt due to device status 
changes. 

H. A signal which informs the device of a 
bad RH-ll power supply. 

I. A signal that will act as a transfer 
reply to the command of transferring 
register information. 

J. A signal which will inform the device 
logic that a transfer is taking place. 
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INTRODUCTION 

You have, at this point in time, covered enough material on 

this Massbus Controller to start block diagramming the data 

path for this device. In completing this module you will be 

more prepared to tackle the engineering drawings (if needed) 

because you have at your disposal 4 block diagrams which 

show you the overview of the whole data paths, (this lesson) 

and then an individual block diagram for each of the 3 data 

transfer functions (next lesson) showing you a more complete 

"picture" of the silo operation, NPR initiation, and device 

transfer termination. 

Each of these "blocks" also contains the engineering drawing 

page number for future reference. 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT COHPORATION 



DATA PATH 

Objective 

I. Given the "DMA DATA PATH" block diagram, with a list of 

the functional block names and a list of the block 

definitions, match the name of the signal with its 

appropriate definition. 

II. Given the "DMA DATA PATH" block diagram, briefly describe 

the purpose of the two Unibus inputs and how the program 

would select them. 

The above questions should be completed within 10 minutes 

with no errors. 

What to do 

Basically, read over the material on the data paths to get 

a good handle on the basic circuits involved, study the block 

diagram, look over the additional reading pages assigned in 

the back, (read them if you feel you have to, but if you feel 

the presentation within this module is sufficient to learn 

about the data paths concepts, then there is no need) • 

Next re-read the objectives, see if you can fulfill them, and 

when you can, ask for the criterion exam. Do not forget, 

however, that while working on these lessons, group discussions 

are not only permitted but encouraged. 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 
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DATA PATHS 

The "Heart" of this device's data path, is the 64 x 20 bit 

memory that is responsible for the "easing" of the vast 

timing differences between the data transfer rate that occurs 

on the UNIBUS and the data transfer rate on the MASSBUS. 

The newer Hi-speed disk drives approach the practical operating 

limit of the UNIBUS. This increases the odds considerably 

that words will get lost in the data shuffle if there were 

no place to "stack" them until such time as it is convenient 

to transfer them. This "stacking" device consists of a 
-

FAIRCHILD made, MOS-type memory (DEC 3341) called a SILO. 

This silo is a first-in, first-out device that is also 

currently being utilized in the RP11-C/E disk pack controller. 

The 3341 chip is a serial memory. This means that words are 

not random accessed, they are sequenced through. Built right 

into the chip there is logic that enables it to keep track of 

the next location to fill as well as the next available 

location to be emptied. It is also asynchronous in that it 

can be both filling and emptying simultaneously. 

The manufacturer makes them in 64 x 4 bit sizes, so we wire 

5 of these chips in parallel to obtain our desired word length 

of 18 bits (Convenient for connecting to a Unichanne1 15 

system). These chips require -12 volts for operation, so on 

one of the two hex-boards in the RH-11 there is a silo power 

supply which drops the available -15 to a smooth -12. It has 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 



no over - or - under voltage protection however. If the 

systems -15V is too high, then the silo power is too high, 

and, POOF! The worst! or, at the very least, erratic operation. 

The moral of the story is keep your system -15 at -15V. 

If you find problems with the RH-ll, check the -15 corning 

in, and if too high, adjust it and check out the RH-ll with 

the diagnostics. If still bad first prove that the silo works. 

There are routines within the diagnostics to check it, and 

check it well. 

Let us now take a look at this Silo and how it fits into the 

scheme of things. The enclosed "DMA DATA PATHS" block diagram 

shows the silo almost in the middle of the page. (This block 

by the way, is a re-print out of the RH-ll manual with just 

a few corrections). 

The silo is the receiver of data for a read as well as for a 

write function. Its input is a multiplexor (IMX) that is 

gated with the appropriate function code (write from Unibus, 

read from Massbus). Data arriving for a write function comes 

by way of either Unibus "A" or Unibus "B" depending upon the 

program selection (Bit l~ of CSl) and, of course, the system 

configuration. The data is gated through the DMX (Data 

Multiplexor) with the help of this bit, and then sent to the IMX. 

The !nput ~ultiple~or then sends the data word to a holding 

register called the Input Buffer where the silo control logic 

moves the word to the silo (unless it is already full) . 

DIGITAL EDUIP'V1ENT CDc::PORATIC:'J 
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The silo chips with their built-in logic moves the word through 

the 64 locations to an Output Buffer Register. The silo 

combined with these two registers just named, comprise a 

data buffer of 66 words. 

Outp~t Buffer contents are then sent to the massbus drivers 

in the case of a write data function, or to the Unibus drivers 

in case of a read data function. 

The NPR cycles are initiated by the status of the silo INBUF 

or OUTBUF registers, (to be discussed in next lesson in detail) 

while the Massbus cycles are initiated by the requests from 

the peripheral device itself. This request line is called 

SYNC CLOCK. (For synchronous) 

The bus address is represented on this block because it is 

needed for the NPR's (all 18 bits of it). There are two 

word count registers represented because of the difference 

in the timing between the input to the silO and the output from 

the silo. It is very conceivable to have word count overflow 

but still have words within the silo to transfer. 

As an addition, to check against the possibility of dropping 

bits on the massbus, a parity checker/generator is installed 

in the RH-ll on its own double height module. 

To take care of the write check function the device handles 

it as a combination of a read and a write. The peripheral 

device is told to read, and so it sends data to the silo via 

OIGITAl,. EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 



the D1X. These words pass through the silo, and upon arriving 

at the output buffer, wait for a word to arrive from memory. 

In other words, the RH-ll handles everything as if it were a 

read data function, but when it comes time to do an NPR it 

initiated a DATI instead of a DATO. The memory word then, 

would be arriving over one of the buses until arrival at the 

DMX. From here it goes directly to the XOR comparison gates 

which already have the contents of the OUTBUF at their disposal. 

The data from memory does not reach the device, and the data 

from the device does not reach memory. The two words are 

checked for equality only. 

The block diagram only shows you the path the data must take 

as it passes through the RH-ll interface on its way to the 

peripheral or memory. An in-depth view of how the silo works 

is shown on the other three block diagrams in the next lesson. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

RJS04 Maintenance Manual Pages 4-3 through 4-11 

RJP04 Maintenance Manual Pages 5-3 through 5-11 

TJU16 Maintenance Manual Pages 5-3 through 5-11 

OIQITAL. EQUIPME~~T CCRPORATIO~J 
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DATA PATHS 
CRITERION TEST 
page one of two 

-15 MINUTES ALLOCATED-

I. In the space provided beside the definitions in the right 

hand column, write the letter equivalent to the block 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

I. 

J. 

diagram terms using the "DMA DATA PATH" block diagram, as 

a reference. 

Receivers/Drivers @ DBCF 

XOR @ DBCD 

SILO @ DBCC,D 

DMX @ DBCC,D 

WORD COUNT @ BCTD,E 

IMX @ DBCC,D 

OBUF @ DBCC,D 

MASS RUN 

MASS EBL 

MASS SCLl{ 

1. Provides a gating path for 
either Unibus "A" or "B" on 
a write data or write .check 
functions. 

2. The start command to the 
peripheral device. 

3. A storage area to allow words 
to "stack" reducing the event 
of data late errors. 

4. The place where comparisons 
are done. 

5. A signal sent from the device 
that requests the data words 
from the RH-ll. 

6. A storage place for the pro
gram count of the words left 
to transfer. 

7. Provides a gating path for 
either the words from memory 
or the words from the 
peripheral device. 

8. Signal from the device to 
indicate that it is at the 
end of a defined data block. 

9. The gating path for Unibus 
"A" data. 

10. The storage area for the next 
word to be transferred. 

OIl:;ITAL eQWIr=MeNT C:OAr=OAATION 



DATA PATHS 
CRITERION TEST 
page two of two 

II 0. Using your "DMA DATA PATHS" block diagrams, briefly 

describe the purpose of the two unibus inputs and how 

the program goes about selecting the. 

OIGITAL. EQUIPMENT COr=lPOr=lAT10N 
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SILO MEMORY OPERATION 
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Here is the follow-up lesson to the data paths. Contained in this lesson 

are 3 block diagrams that will point out to you: 

1. How READY is generated and subsequently dropped. 

2. How RUN is generated and subsequently dropped. 

3. How the SILO accepts/respects data. 

4. What SYNC CLOCK does in the RH-ll. 

5. What EBL does in the RH-ll. 

6. The function of the two word count registers. 

7. How NPR's are initiated for Write/Read operations. 

Ready? If not, take a 10 minute break come back and start. 



SILO OPERATION 

OBJECTIVE: 

Given the 3 data transfer function block diagrams: 

1. List all the conditions necessary to initiate NPR's. 

2. List all the conditions necessary to fill the silo. 

3. List the conditions necessary to empty the silo. 

4. Describe the difference between the way the RH-ll handles 

data for a read data function as opposed to a write check 

function. 

5. Write a brief description of the use for write clock. 

6. Sp~cify what informs the peripheral device to stop 

requesting Massbus Transfers. 

TIME LIMIT: 15 minutes 
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WRITE FUNCTION 

The first event to occur will be an NPR to get the first word from memory. 

MSYN is generated via the NPR circuits because it is a write function and 

the IBUF Full F/F says the IBUF register is empty. The resultant MSYN increments 

the start counter. This counter will help to generate the massbus signal Ru~ 

to the device. The counter is jumper selectable to one of three capacities. 

"FULL", "H~F", or QUARTER". This allows the optimum utilization of the silo 

taking into consideration the different peripheral-type speeds. Normal 

installation (so far) is for all the devices to use "FULL". This means that 

RUN will not be sent to the device until the silo contains 64 words. (Or the 

word count has overflowed!) This ensures that the Unibus, which operates asynch-

ronously, gets a 64 word head start on the mass bus which o1?erates at a synch-

ronous rate. After all, isn't that the purpose of the silo? 

Upon arrival of a data word from memory, the IBUF FULL F/F set. Logic will 

then be monitoring the condition of the silo's first input location. If IR is 

asserted and IBUF full is set, a signal is generated that transfers that word to 

the SI~O simultaneously clearing IeUF FULL. If the word count has not overflowed, 

then the s~e conditions are met as before and another NPR is generated. 

The cycle continues. NPR's keep on being generated as the IBUF keeps emptying. 

As the silo keeps accepting new words, the old ones keep moving to the next successive 

location within the silo. 

As the first word reaches the other end of the silo, Output Ready is generated 

and that causes a move to the OBUF Reg. 



Words start "stacking" within the silo as it continues to fill at the Unibus 

NPR rate. At some point, the silo cannot generate input ready because the first 

location cannot be emptied. (It is FU.LL!) This in turn causes a cessation of 

NPR's (temporarily). At about the same time, the start counter had incremented 

to the "FULL" state, and now !!!!. is sent to the disks to initiate the search for 

the desired sector, or to the magtape to initiate tape movement through the inter-

record gap. 

When the devices are ready to write, SYNC CLK is sent to the RH-ll, and if you 

are following on the block: (1) ~nerates WRITE CLOCK which gates the word to 

the device. (2) Enables the massbus drivers to send the word. (3) Increments 

the drive word count register. (4) Resets OBUF FULL F/F to start the silo 

moving words again. (Shift Out) 

We have now initiated massbus data transfer cycles by generating lUJN. The de-

vice, when ready, then sends sync clocks to request a word from the silo and the 

RH-ll responds with Write Clock. All the time this is going on, the NPR logic 

is monitoring the silo's condition and will generate NPR cycles as long as word 

count overflow has not occurred and the IBUF is empty. 

\\ II 
Some of the extra points to remember: First, that run determines when the 

devices start so that when the hardware has written a block of data (for disks 

only) and there are still more words to write, RUN sets up the device logic to 

write in the next available block. Conversely, the lack of RUN at the completion 

of a hardware block means "stop writing" to the devices. Got all that? If 

not review, or ask, or read, or discuss, but do something because READ is next. 
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READ 

To initiate reading, RUN is again asserted, but without the aid of the start 

counter. When the device is subsequently ready to transfer the first word 

over, the RH-ll is notified by the presence of SYNC clock. 

Sync Clock will then increment the drive word count, and, at its trailing edge 

load the IBUF REG. and set IBUF FULL. The silo sequence from here is the same 

as in a write function. 

The exception is the generation of NPR's. Instead of requesting a word when 

IUF is EMPTY as in the write function, the NPR's are generated when the OBUF is 

full. 

Note that in the write function and read function both, the drive word count 

register determines the status of the massbus signal~. If, during a write 

function, the word count overflows, and you are at the end of a disk sector, that 

doesn't mean you have finished due to the silo still containing words to be 

written. RUN is still asserted if you will note, because "DRWCOF" has not 

occurred. The next sector will then finish up with the word count, then ~ 

combined with the device "EBL" and "WCOF" act together to assert ready by dropping 

"BUSY". 

The same philosophy holds true for a read function. This time however drive word 

count overflows FIRST negating "RUN". To be considered "READY" though, it is 

still necessary to have "WCOr" form the Unibus and an "EBL" from the drive. 
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WRITE CHECK 

This block is identical to the read block with the exception that the 

NPR's generated are "DATI's" instead of "DATO's". This brings a word in 

from memory to the "DMX" where it is compared with the word presently in the 

OUTBUF Reg. 



SUHMARY 

These block diagrams serve to "point the way" in following the action 

within the RH-ll without having to "gate chase" everything. It also is 

much easier to reference a block diagram in the future, than to tackle the 

engineering drawings cold when working on a probla~. 

Any fur~her study on the subject can be done by you ~ you have mastered the 

basic concepts. 

One other point: I made no mention of it in this module, but in the "INTRO-

DUCT ION TO MASSBUS" it was stated that the NPR's done by the RH-ll would be of 

a "back-to-back memory refer·ence" type for Unibus "A", and a "BUS HOG" mode 

for Unibus "B". This still holds true, and in the additional resources you will 

find it explained if you wish details of logic operation. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: 

RJS~4 P4intenance Manual pages 4-3 ~~rough 4-11 
with flow charts starting on page 4-11. 

RJP¢4 Maintenance Manual pages 5-3 through 5-11 
with flow charts starting on page 5-11. 

TJU16 Maintenance Manual pages 5-3 through 5-11 
with flow charts starting on page 5-11. 

After clearing up unanswered ~Jestions with additional reading or the Course 

Administrator, check back over the objectives. Nhen you are ready, ask for 

the test on the area, and continue. 

Keep up the good '!lark! ~ 



SILO OPERATION 
CRITERION TEST 

Page one of two 

I. Using the Read Data Flow Block Diagrams as a reference, write a 
list of the conditions necessary to fill the silo memory in the 
space below: 

II. Using the write data flow functional block diagram as a reference, 
answer the following questions about the block: 

1. List the conditions necessary to fill the silo. 

2. What is the signal Write Clock used for? 

3. List the conditions necessary to generate an NPR request. 

III. Using your write check function block diagram as a reference, 
briefly describe the difference in the way the RH-ll handles data for 
a write check function as opposed to the read data function. 



SILO OPEAATIONS 
CRITERION TEST 
Page two of two 

IV. Using all of tpe block diagrams, what informs the peripheral devices 
to stop requesting massbus transfers, and how was it brought about? 



INTERFACING THE DATA BUS 



, INTERFACING THE DATA BUS 

OBJECTIVE: 

Given a list of massbus interfacing signals and a list of definintions, 

match the name of the signal with its appropriate definintion from memory 

within a time period of 5 minutes. 

SAMPLE TEST ITEM: 

In the space provided adjacent to the definition, write in the letter that 

corresponds to the signal name it defines. 



WHAT '1'0 DO: 

Read over enough of the material, either in this learning module, or 

using any of the listed manuals and its associated illustration and 

explanation to get a good "feel" or "t,Ulderstanding" of the type of 

cODummication that tal<es place between a controller (RH-ll) and one of 

its 8 devices when transferring data to/from core memory. The selection 

of which one of the 8 devices is to handle data is done by the device 

registers themselves and therefore covered within the module entitled 

"Interfacing the Control Bus". 

Remember, we are only concerned with the communication that must take place, 

not with the data flow through the RH-ll or the device. When you feel 

confident in being able to describe the interfacing signals' p~pose in the 

communication of data, then ask for the criterion test on this area. 
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DATA BUS 

A~ its n~e implies, this is the path the stored ~nformation takes on its 

way to the magnetic medium, or to core memory. Any information that may be 

written or read from a device register is handled by another grouping of 

signals called the control bus. At the present time we are only concerned with 

the communication to make the data bus active. 

First, we will need 18 "0" lines (0 for data) to enable the ~8-bit data word 

to transverse the cables on its way to/from the Rij-ll. 18 bits are used in order 

to be capable of inserting the mass storage device on just about any DEC 

family of C.P.U.'s with little or no change. As far as the II-family goes, 

the upper two bits will always be zeros. 

Parity is checked a word at a time on this bus as well as the control bus, 

so another signal wire is needed to send/receive this parity information 

itself. (OPA - £ata !arity) this ma,kes the data portion of the bus 19 bits wide. 

In addition to the "path" for data to flow on, we will need some controlling 

signals to coordinate this venture. 

The first to be discussed is a signal called RUN. Run will be asserted by 

the RH-ll to signify to the device that it may start the already programmed 

function because the RH-ll is now ready. The GO bit had that dubious function 

in the previous UNIBUS controllers, but cannot do it now because the large data 

buffering capabilities in the mass controller, changes the data transfer timing. 



(t-10re on this in the lesson DATA PP,Tl!S). So, right now, note th:3.t the 

devices do not start moving tape or searching for the desired sectOrS until 

RUN initiates them to do so. 

Another term deemed necessary by the engineers is called OCCupied (for, "DATA 

BUS BUSY"). Just as soon as the respective massbus devices respond to the 

prograr.~ed function cede that desires data to be moved, OCC is asserted by the 

device to inform the RH-ll of its intent to carry out the function. It does 

this by knocking down an error that is in the process of being timed out. 

This error is known as Missed XFer. 

The signal we have been waiting for is here. This is the one that requests 

the transfer of one word whether it be from the RH-ll to the device, or 

from the device to the RH-ll. This signal is called ~nc ~ (Short for Synchronous 

Clack). Of course the device is the responsible party for generating it. It 

knows when the word has been read and ready to be sent to the RH-ll. It knows 

when it is time to write the word on the medium. When each of these conditions 

are ready, the RH-ll is informed with SYNC CLK. 

When performing a read operation, the leading edge of SCLK triggers the RH-ll 

and the trailing edge strobes the data across the cables into the RH-ll. When 

a write function is being performed, the device informs the RH-ll of its readiness 

to accept a word for writing, but the cables on the massbus may be short, or very 

long, depending upon the system configuration. This means the device does not 

know when to expect the word back from the RH-ll, so another term is needed as a 

gating signal. It is sent from the RH-ll upon receipt of sync elk to inform the 

device that the word it requested has arrived. Let us call this term Write Clock. 



It is simply sync clock turned around and retransmitted back to the 

device. There will be enough sync clocks generated to fill a sector in 

the diSKS, or write a record on tape. 

The sector or record continues to be read or written until the devices sense 

that it is at the End of Block. This signal informs the REi-ll of that fact. 

Any errors that may be found by the device are sent to the REi-II in the 

form of a signal called ~eption. Certain specific errors can cause a pre-

mature EBL in an attempt to terminate the operation. These errors are stored 

in the device's own error register. That does it. All communications for any 

device to xfer data to the REi-ll has been shown to you. Between this module 
__ ....... ____ • ______ ... ____ 0 __ ·---_··_-_· .,.- ._- - ----•• ----- .----- ---_.-_.-

and the one on ".!nter;a..cing_the Control BUs". youhave.-.or wilLhave all the 

information necessary to know how an REi-II talks to any type of peripheral. 

APDITIONAL RESOURCES FOR THIS ACTIVITY: 

RJS!2$4 Maintenance Manual, page 2-1, paragraph 2.2 

TJU16 Maintenance Manual, page 2-1, paragraph 2.2 

~4 Maintenance Manual, page 2-1, paragraph 2.2 

.. RSSl'J4 Service Manual, page 2-3, paragraph "Data Bus is Defined as Follows" 



INTERFACING THE 

Criterion Test 

DIRECTIONS: In the space provided beside the list of definintions, write 
in the corresponding signal name that matches that definition. 

1 EBL A. A signal when asserted gates the word 
from the RH-ll to the peripheral 

2 "0" lines device. 

3 WCLK B. A signal which is used to denote 
whether the information being 

4 DPA transferred contains an even 
nu'!lber of logical "ones" in it. 

5 SYNC CLK 

6 EXC 

7 OCC 

8 RUN 

C. A signal used to inform the RH-ll 
of its intent to carry out the 
already prograrrmed function. 

D. A group of lines assigned on the 
bus to carry the data to be 
transferred. 

E. A signal which informs the device 
logic as to when to start the 
programmed function. 

F. A signal sent by the device to. des
ignate that the end of a logical 
record has been reached. 

G. A signal that is used by the device 
to request that a word be transferred 

H. A signal that denotes to the RH-ll 
that the device doing the data 
transfer has encountered an error. 



MASSBUS CABLING 



MASSBUS CABLES 

OBJECTIVES: 

Given the massbus transceiver logic diagrams for a massbus device and 

the RH-ll, be able to signal trace through the diagrams. 

Your ability will be demonstrated by labeling on the diagrams 

the inputs, outputs, and voltage levels in-between to a 90% accuracy. 

WHAT TO DO: 

Read over the module in its explanation of the cables and their 

transceivers. In it will be examples of signal transmission to/from the 

RH-ll. When you have finished, you can look over some of the supplementary 

material if you desire. The important thing to remember is you are doing 

this module to help you later on when troubleshooting massbus devices. 

There are some new concepts that you mayor may not be familiar within 

signal transmission. (Depending on your own background). We will get 

into tri-state logic devices, dual differential line-driving and other such 

sundry points, so ••• Pay Attention! 

I 



MASSBUS CABLES 

Functionally, the interfacing between the RH-ll and a representing device 

consists of 3 40 - pin BC06-R cables with 3-M BERG-type connectors at the 

ends. They come in various lengths to accommodate the varied peripheral 

devices. On anyone system there may be a maximum cable length of 120 

feet from the RH-ll to the last device on the bus. A typical installation 

is illustrated below using the_RS~4 as an example: 

eXAM PL.e- RP¢Jf CA 8UNG; 

~1~1\1bItS 

IN3Ql'Ef:) IN 
U~U 0': \A8&Z 
IN u.sr- O~IVC. 

1 



All commands discussed in earlier modules are sent on the three cables and 

routed by way of M59~4 massbus transceiver modules. (One per cable). These 

cables plug directly into connectors mounted on the modules themselves. (see 

illustrations, next page). 

At the other end of the cables we find two varieties of M59~3 device transceivers 

(makes no difference what the peripheral is). The M59~3-YA was designed to 

automatically terminate the massbus. Note the lack qf an "out" connector and 

the presence of terminating resistors. This board would be placed in the 

last device on the massbus along with ~ ~ for ~ other cables. Preceding 

drives would have the M59~3-YA's. There is a special "mini-terminator" called 

an H87f3 that now sits in the "out" cable connector of the last device's M59~3 to 

terminate the Qus. 

Earlier designed M59~3's also did not have switch Sl (shown in the lower left 

hand corner of the module). This switch gives you the capability of trouble

shooting the massbus devices in the event of a "hung" device preventing massbus 

communications. In the UNIBUS world you would be pulling Unibus cables and 

moving the terminator to determine the faulty device that is "hanging" the 

processor. In massbus-land those types of problems can be troubleshot with 

the flick of switch Sl (on all 3 modules). The device is now non-existent with 

reference to the other devices on the massbus. This is due to the fact that 

the driver chips used on these transceivers are of a TRI-STATE variety. 75113's 

output hi's and la's and also offer a hi-impedance "open" state to a bus. 
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When in this third state, as I have said, it appears to be not there. There are 

3 ways in which it can be brought to this state. One way is to remove 

power to the device it is in. The second way is to use the switch. It 

removes the power to the chips only on that module. The third way is to remove 

the logic gating term that enables it. Examples are to follow. 

These tri-state 75113's are matched with 75107B's or 75108's as receivers. 

Signal transmission between the two is of a balanced-line differential driving 

type. 

This simply means that a pair of wires will be utilized to send one logic bit 

along the cable. This is done to keep noise from being induced as sometimes 

happens on the Unibus. The two wires tend to cancel any noise spikes. with this 

dual-differential line driving system, it is possible to have longer cables. As 

I have already mentioned th maximum length determined by the engineers is 120 feet. 

The method of operation is simple: the receivers are designed to "look" for a 

phase-difference between the two wires in order to decode logic ones and zeros. 

5 



To send data from RH-ll to device, the driver (75113) must be gated with a 

high. What better signal to use in gating the data, or synchronous, bus than 

"Gate Sync D H?" If this signal is present and the data (Pin 5) is a logical 

"one", then Pin 1 goes "Lo" and Pin 3 goes "Hi". At the device, the 75108 

receiver chip requires a more positive signal at Pin 1 than at Pin 2 in order 

to output a "Hi" at Pin 4. This is providing of course the "Disable Gate" is 

not asserted. The end result of all this was that a high sent at the RH-ll 

turned into a high at the device. In the middle were a pair of wires that had 

a particular phase difference. 

Let us take the opposite condition now. The signal to be sent (OBUF 12) is 

now 10, representing the logical "zero". Pin 1 now goes "Hi" and Pin 3 goes 

"Lo". The receiver at the other end of the cable now sees Pin 1 as LESS 

POSITIVE than Pin 2. The result? A Lo at Pin 4. Or "a zero to be sent = a 

zero out of the receiver." Even though Confucius did not say that it is still 

a good thing to remember. 

Let us now look at the rest of the ways signals transverse the Massbus. The 

first example was that of the RH-ll sending data to the device. Be sure you 

understand that completely before continuing on with the second example which 

is that of a device sending data to the RH-ll: 

r-- - - - - -
'J~t'/>ia 

, 

I 
-~ 



Notice in this example the bubbled output of the driver feeds the opposite 

input of the receiver. No matter •••• Keep in mind the axiom stated in the 

first example: The receiver requires a more positive signal at pin 1 than 

at pin 2 to decode the fact that a logical "one" was sent. 

In the example, the input is labeled "DOBO 13I3L." That, however is the 

result of signal inversion through a gate. A "one" out of the data F/F is still 

received as a "one" in the receiver because of the axiom. 

These examples so far are with the Data Bus. Does the Control Bus operate 

the same way? Let us see: 
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Yes! (after a few signal inversions) pata to be transferred is contained 

in the multiplexors and is sent over a wired - or bus (assertions would then 

be low true). The output buffer would then accumulate the information and 

relay it to the drivers. 

Data transmitted from device to RH-ll over the control bus then, goes 

through much the same type of signal inversion process as did the data bus. 

The whole purpose of showing you these was to make it easier for you to 

interpret signal transmissions that occur on the mass bus. 

OVerall it looks pretty confusing, but look at it only one point at a time. 

The "point" now is the operation of the drivers and receivers and the consequent 

voltage levels that should appear on the bus. 

No matter what the signal names are that surround the gates, if the input to the 

driver is high, then the non-bubbled output of the driver goes ~ and the bubbled 

output goes LO. ALWAYS! 

In the case of the last example, the signal to be transmitted to the RH-ll is 

stored in inverting multiplexors. H--------4.~ L. The output buffer F/F 

monitoring that bit would not set and consequently would send a LO to the input 

to the driver. 



These diagrams are for examples. The actual engineering drawing looks a 

little different. Each drawing will represent a transceiver module (MS9~4 or 

MS9~3). The 75113 tri-state drivers are on the left and the 75101 receivers 

are shown on the right. The cable of course is in the center. To send a signal 

from controller to drive, a 75113 is enabled and drives a balanced line output 

to the cable where you following all this, ieave this drawing and dig out the 

MS9~3 drawing, and come in to that page ~~ center (via the cable) and go to 

the right to the appropriate receiver. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: 

RJS~4 Maintenance Manual pages 2-4, and 2-5 paragraph 2.5 
5-21 paragraph 5.21 
5-35 paragraph 5.27 

RJP~4 Maintenance Manual pages 2-5, paragraph 2.7 
6-31, paragraph 6.21 
6-35, paragraph 6.27 

TJU16 Maintenance Manual pages 2-4, paragraph 2.5 
6-31, paragraph 6.21 
6-35, paragraph 6.27 
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MASsaus C~LE5 ClUTERION EXAM 

Using the attached Massbus t~ansoe1ver logic diagrams for a massbus and the 

RH-ll, trace the following signals through the diagrams: 

1. F'l'S ATTN L 

2 • OA2 OOBf' f'3L 

3. BCTA RSl!!L 3 H 

4. OBCF 0f'3 IN H 

Label the attached qiagrams with the following information: 

A. The starting point with a lS for ATTN, 25 for OO~ f'3L etc. 

B. All voltages on the a~~ropriate lines. 

c. The finish at the reoeiver outPQt with a IF for ATTN, 2F 

for OO~ f'3L etc. 

._-- -------------

trf\-9:l) 
1\'l"5~~ i:'t.." "'!V 
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b8c.D O~I' I~ \ 5 A I t iF (FINI5 H) 
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t3V~ t 
t4.~V 
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RH-ll 
INSTALLATION 



OBJECTIVES: 

1. Given the installation procedures for the RH-ll and the 

component layout diagrams for the M9300 UNIBUS "B" terminator, 

the M7295 Bus Control Module and the M7294 data buffer module, 

draw in the appropriate jumpers as if to install these boards in 

a pre-configured system with 100% accuracy. 

II. Given the installation procedure for the RH-ll answer basic 

questions relating to the installation such as cable, location, 

board placement, etc. 



In this lesson you are going to see what is involved with installing 

one of these RH-ll's into an existing system. The first item we will 

need is the appropriate RH-ll maintenance manual. You might have 

noticed while doing the previous learning modules, that the titles of your 

respective manuals were that of the device name wi1;:h a "J" added. This 

is the sub system name for the RH-ll controller plus one device. If you were 

ordering one you could specify "RH-Il" and that's all you would get. Likewise 

you would order an RP~4, and that's what you would receive. But if you 

ordered a TJU16, you would receive one RH-ll, one TU16, MAG tape transport, and 

one TM~2 master "RH-to-TU" interface. 

This means that the manual is custom tailored for your needs with a 

particular sub-system instead of writing a generalized manual to try and 

handle all the device needs. 

So ••• with this in mind, open up your XJXX XXXX system maintenance manuals 

to the chapter that says: 

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE. 



Read over the procedures listed in the chapter up to the paragraph 

describing the small peripheral controller slots. Here there is a 

change. These slots are not recommended for use anymore as they have 

a tendancy to put too much of a drain on the +SV - Regulators in the system 

box. Do ensure the grant continuity cards are in however, (and, right-side up!) 

That's all we can show you here until you actually go in and install one 

yourself. In person! Neatness will count here as there are close tolerances 

inside these expander boxes (CPU Boxes as well) between the backplane and 

the system power supplies. Those power cables must be NEATLY dressed back 

with cable ties. All push-on lugs ~ have plastic wire protectors on them 

also. The incoming voltages must be right on (especially the -lSV for the silo 

chips). 

Once you complete the criterion exam portion of this module, you can see by 

the course map that there are no more modules to do. No adjustments to per

form, no diagnostics to run, (not until you take a specific MASSBUS peripheral) 

only a visual check-out of the jumpering and card placement. Two of these cards 

contain the bulk of the logic. (M7294 and M729S). Basically speaking, one is 

for register control while the other is data control This only leaves the 

module that handles MASSBUS parity, the module that comprises the control 

and status register, and the 3 transceivers plus cables. 

With a little bit of thought in what this device does, section by section, you 

should be able to isolate problems to a module to do some substitution. 



THE RH-11 ASSEMBLY 

WIRE RUNS ARE ROUTED AROUND 
WIRE PROTECTORS TO KEEP THE "FAST'()N" TABS 
FROM PINCHING THEM. 

TWO POWER 
DISTRIBUTION CABLES 

~> 
> //" 

\ ~; " 

? > 

>11 

MATE·N·LOCK 
CONNECTORS 

'/ 

QUICK·DISCDNNECT (FAST'()N) TABS 

BACKPLANE 

::'::/f--~~ __ QUICK DISCONNECT 
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INSTALLATION CRITERION TEST 

I. Using the installation chapter in your RH manual and the 
available module layouts, draw in all the jumpers necessary 
to represent these modules working in the representative 
system below: 

An 11/45 with Bi-polar memory, to be used on unibus "B", 
the RH-ll must be installed by. itself in a separate expander 
box, and the processor has no NPR latency feature installed. 

II. Answer the following questions about the' installation of 
this RH-ll: 

A. What must be done with the power fail drivers? 

B. Looking at the modules as installed in the backplane, 
is the 7294 module to the left or right of the 7295? 

C. What determines which way the MASSBUS cables go into 
their connectors? 

16 
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